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KATIE SMITH | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Pat Banahan, a senior communication studies major from Romeoville, recorded his first solo mixtape "No Directions" entirely in his Charleston apartment. In addition to rapping, Banahan also works 
as a music producer and videographer. 
By Dominic Renzetti
Assistant Sports Editor | @domrenzetti
Pat Banahan’s musical influences come from a wide spectrum 
of different artists, but it might have all started because of T-Pain.
Banahan, a senior from Romeoville, released his first solo mix-
tape, “No Directions,” on Oct. 8. The 15-track mixtape has more 
than 3,000 plays on the music streaming site AudioMack.com, and 
features production from the likes of Emani, Cian P, Drake Con-
nor, Fresco Stevens, Chris Wheeler Beats, Jake ID, Damon Thom-
as, Flawless, as well as Banahan himself. Banahan recorded the mix-
tape entirely in his Charleston apartment during the course of a 
year.
Banahan, 22, didn’t exactly mean to start rapping. He and a 
group of friends downloaded an iPhone app to make their voic-
es sound auto-tuned like T-Pain. What started out as making joke 
songs, later tuned into something a little more serious.
“I’ve been rapping for about four to five years. It started in high 
school,” he said.
Wanting to make something slightly better, Banahan and his 
friends began recording with a Rock Band microphone and even-
tually started making full tracks. Once the songs started to circu-
late, he knew he might have something.
Banahan, along with Danny Mello, a classmate at Plainfield 
North High School, recorded a song called “Whipped Cream.”
“[Mello] made the chorus and everything,” he said. “I just 
rapped on a verse because I was never good at making choruses, I 
didn’t listen to a lot of rap music at the time.”
The chorus, “Money in the whip, call it whipped cream,” 
which Banahan admits, sounds corny, made the rounds at his high 
school. Banahan’s verse on the song drew even more attention to 
the song.
“I played it to someone in class who listened to rap and they 
were like, ‘yo, this is sick, you’re decent'," he said.
Though at first, Banahan himself didn’t exactly agree.
“I thought I sucked,” he said. “I was one of those people who 
downplayed myself. When I first showed this first dude in my class 
and he liked it, I was like, all right, I might get serious about this.”
From there, Banahan began to shift gears. An avid skateboarder, 
Banahan had heard hip-hop music before in skate films, but now 
his taste began to shift from Nirvana and Smashing Pumpkins to 
a much different style.
“I went from listening to Modest Mouse to listening to Biggie 
Smalls in like a week,” he said.
Room for another star Rapper, producertries to make it big
ANOTHER STAR, page 2
InsIde: Halloween ConCert, page 2
amerICan Horror story revIew, page 4
Eastern’s resident rapper opens up 
about his life and love of 
music. On the Verge also gives reviews 
on Halloween-centric shows. 
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EAGLE EYE
The Eastern football team will travel to 
Tennessee Tech to take on the Golden 
Eagles at 1:30 p.m. Saturday. 
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Happy Halloween, Eastern!
BLUE MADNESS SWEEPS EASTERN
Celebration brings out local community
By Debby Hernandez
Administration Editor | @ DEN_News
The Council on Academic Affairs reviewed 
progress from the chemistry and foreign lan-
guage programs during its meeting Thursday.
The bachelor’s of arts in chemistry is a new 
program introduced in fall 2010, which had 
a total enrollment of 32 students from 2010 
to 2013.
Currently there are six chemistry majors 
registered under this program.
The program was built to attract transfer 
students, double majors, and health profes-
sionals by providing them with flexible cours-
es that “ensures the traditional ‘core’ of chem-
istry, physics, and math are met,” according to 
the Chemistry IBHE program review.  
The bachelor’s of arts in foreign language 
offers majors in French, Spanish and German. 
Other languages offered based on demand 
include Latin, Russian, Italian, and Chinese.
While Italian was offered in 2009, it end-
ed in 2013 upon the departure of the faculty 
member who taught Italian courses.
A two-semester sequence in Chinese and a 
four-semester sequence in Italian was includ-
ed in the program.
Students with foreign language majors 
can go into different careers in private and 
public sectors, according to the program re-
view.
Since the last program review, the num-
ber of foreign language majors has dropped 
by 15 percent because of low enrollment in 
the university and within the major itself 
nationwide, according to the Foreign Lan-
guage IBHE program review.
Although enrollment has dropped in for-
eign language majors, the program has the 
lowest unemployment rate of all humanities 
programs, and the highest earning potential 
for graduates, as according to the program 
review.
In the teaching certification area, addi-
tional coursework has been included along 
with new policies because of additional re-
quirements imposed by the national stan-
dards for foreign language. 
Both programs aim to work in collabora-
tion with other majors that would go hand-
in-hand with their own.
The council performed executive action 
in eliminating family and consumer science 
courses 1000, 2000, 3000 and 4000.
Council members also addressed chang-
ing the prerequisites for FCS 3500, profes-
sionalism in family and consumer sciences, 
from FCS 1000, foundations of family and 
consumer science to FCS 2500, Foundation-
al Focus of Family and Consumer Sciences, 
to be effective in summer 2015.
For Spring 2015, council members took 
executive action to include FCS 4926, public 
presentation techniques for undergraduates. 
The next council meeting will be at 2 
p.m. Thursday in the Booth Library Con-
ference Room 4440.
Debby Hernandez can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or dhernandez5@eiu.edu
CAA reviews 
chemistry,  
language 
programs 
By Bob Galuski
Editor-in-Chief | @BobGaluski
Moving past the animatronic blow-up 
panther, Eastern mascot Billy the Panther 
riding a bicycle and Spider-Man playing 
pin-the-limb-on-the-skeleton, anyone in 
Lantz Arena would find a myriad of myth-
ical beings gathered, having a good time. 
As part of Eastern’s Blue Madness, the 
Eastern and Charleston community came 
out to Lantz Arena Thursday to help kick 
off the Eastern basketball season. 
On the upper-level of Lantz, children 
and adults, all dressed up in costumes for 
trick-or-treating participated in every Hal-
loween-type game imaginable.
Lions played Halloween Twister. Prin-
cesses guessed how many pieces of candy 
corn were in a jar. 
Superheroe s ,  comple t e  w i th  musc l e 
suits ,  rode bicycles  through a haystack 
maze to the other end. 
Filling their buckets and bags with can-
dy a  day  ear ly,  Char les ton community 
children took part in an early Halloween 
tradition: trick-or-treating. 
Ryan Kubiak, a graduate student in the 
k ines io logy and spor t s  s tudies  depar t-
ment, helped work the candy corn guess-
ing booth. 
As i t  was his  f irst  t ime working Blue 
Madness, he said he was surprised by the 
turnout. 
“ I  d idn’t  th ink  we  wou ld  have  th i s 
many people,”  he said,  pointing to the 
c rowds  o f  co s tumed  ch i ld ren  mi l l ing 
through the upper-level of Lantz. 
Kubiak was there for class credit,  but 
thought there would be more of an East-
ern representation. However, he was still 
pleased with the amount of people there. 
Trick-or-treating and Halloween games 
weren’t  the only attract ion to Eastern’s 
Blue Madness. 
Allowing the families to wander down 
to the lower seats of Lantz,  the Eastern 
basketball teams helped put on shows for 
the crowds. 
As the players—both the men’s  team 
and women’s team—were called out to a 
cheering audience, the players walked out 
tossing candy and shirts. 
Costumed children crowded the court, 
clamoring for candy as the spotlight roved 
around the players. 
The teams then took to the main part 
of the show — a slam-dunk show. 
Reggie Smith, a senior guard, helped 
bring excitement to the crowd when he 
took to the air  with a 360-degree s lam 
dunk. 
Keenan Anderson,  a  senior  forward, 
and LeTrell “Snoop” Viser, a junior guard, 
followed Smith as they took turns grab-
bing the rim. 
Chris Olivier, a junior forward, capped 
of f  the  show wi th  an  a l l ey -oop into  a 
slam-dunk, all to the roaring crowd. 
Students were also part of Blue Mad-
ness  as  they were handpicked from the 
crowd in between sets for a costume con-
test. 
Based on applause, the audience chose 
which costume, out of two women dressed 
as doughnuts, a woman in a taco suit and 
a woman dressed as Catwoman. 
BLUE MADNESS, page 6
ON THE VERGE
JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Eastern students participated in a costume contest during Blue Madness on Thursday in Lantz Arena.  In addition to the contest, area children 
trick or treated and the Eastern men’s and women’s basketball teams were introduced.
STE VEN PROC TOR| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Eastern Illinois Women’s Basketball Team sign autographs for fans at the Blue Madness game 
in Lantz Arena on Thursday.
Costume, slam-dunk 
contests usher in season
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By Cassie Buchman
Staff Reporter | @DEN_News
Even though it’s only Tylen El-
liot’s first semester as the main-
stage coordinator for Universi -
ty Board, he has already had his 
hands full.
With the seven to eight events 
put on every semester, including 
open mic nights (like the previ-
ous nights’  “Nightmare on 7th 
Street”)  and ta lent  shows,  the 
sophomore communication stud-
ies major, with a public relations 
concentration has a lot of plan-
ning that keeps him busy.
Elliot is responsible for recruit-
ing and retaining performers for 
these events, from famous You-
Tube singers for concerts to stu-
dents  for  open mic nights  and 
other talent shows.
Depending on what part of the 
planning he takes for these shows, 
Elliot also takes part on planning 
events,  looking for performers, 
contacting their agents, and pick-
ing a theme for the events.
“It’s  jus t  you want  someone 
that the campus will respond to, 
that students will  be interested 
in,” Elliot said. “It’s a bit chal-
lenging to come up with original 
events, to not repeat events.”
Last year Elliot went through 
an interview process in front of 
the University Board to get the 
job. 
On e  t h i n g  E l l i o t ’s  j o b  h a s 
taught him is time management.
“It can be kind of intense hav-
ing events back to back,” he said. 
He has also become better at 
working with people. 
“Through (being mainstage co-
ordinator) I learned about ways 
to include different people,” El-
liot said.
Being mainstage coordinator 
has even had an impact on his 
concentration of public relations. 
“ Wi th  pub l i c  re l a t ions ,  i t ’s 
a lot of writing and event plan-
n ing ,”  E l l i o t  s a i d .  “ Th i s  h a s 
helped with meeting with agents, 
and given me real  l i fe  applica-
tion.”
El l i o t  ha s  t roub l e  dec id ing 
what his favorite thing about be-
ing on the UB is, finally coming 
to the conclusion that it’s “every-
thing about it.” 
“I really like it — being able to 
create outlets for students. You 
always see people come to events, 
come out of their comfort zone. I 
like providing new ways for each 
student to shine,” he said. 
One thing that surprised him 
about his new job was the lack of 
student involvement in some of 
the events. 
“The lack of student involve-
ment surprised me because you 
work hard to prepare for the stu-
dent body,” Elliot said. 
Eventually, Elliot was able to 
solve this problem.
To improve  the  number s  o f 
people who showed up to events, 
Ell iot implemented new strate-
gies ,  gett ing information from 
cards given out asking for audi-
ence member’s emails in order to 
email them about new UB events 
coming up.
This new strategy paid off, as 
seen by  the  amount  of  people 
who turned out for “Nightmare 
on 7th Street”.
“That was my biggest goal,” El-
liot said. “To have events with a 
diverse audience.” 
In order to connect with and 
diversify the student audience, 
another new program Elliot im-
plemented was bringing famous 
YouTube Singers, such as Emily 
Hearn and Dan Henig. 
Thi s  i s  the  f i r s t  year  o f  the 
YouTube singers. 
The concerts committee brings 
a  per former  each  semester,  or 
even sometimes more than one.
“Concerts are large scale, with 
YouTube students of our gener-
ation are more in tune with the 
per formers  f rom there ,”  El l iot 
said. “It’s more intimate.”
With everything going on in 
the UB Mainstage, Elliot said he 
is excited for what’s to come.
“It’s  excit ing to see how our 
e v e n t s  a n d  c o m m i t t e e s  h a v e 
grown and gotten bigger and bet-
ter,” he said.
 
Cassie Buchman can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.
JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Tylen Elliot, a sophomore communication studies major, is the mainstage coordinator for UB and has implement-
ed new strategies to raise students awareness of events.
UB sees changes with new coordinator
Pick up tomorrow’s edition of the Daily Eastern News
to read all the latest in news, sports and features!
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Tarble Exhibits | 10 AM - 5 PM
    Illinois Biennial Drawing/Watercolor & Frankie Flood: Machines that Work both on display
UB Movie l 7 PM
    Buzzard Auditorium
Haunted Stevo Tower RO Dining | All Day
   A spooky Tower Reservation Dining experience
Check out more upcoming events at www.dailyeasternnews.com
October 31, 2014 What’s Happening at EIU?
Don’t miss a minute of coverage! 
Keep up-to-date on our Facebook and Twitter pages!
@den_news
Any Coles County voter with a valid registration may vote during the early 
voting period.  However, any vote cast is final and may not be revoked and 
the voter will not be eligible to cast a vote on Election Day.
Monday, October 20, 2014 - Friday, October 24, 2014                      
Monday, October 27, 2014 - Friday, October 31,2014             
EARLY VOTING
 EIU-BRIDGE LOUNGE
Coles County Clerk’s Office 
217.348.0524
12:00 noon - 4:00 p.m.
GRACE PERIOD REGISTRATION/VOTING 
(must vote in EIU Union):
November 4, 2014
8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
By Annie Garner
City Reporter | @Anniecattt
Sandy Johnson, a special education pro-
fessor, uses a quote to guide her life and her 
organization she started, called “The Friday 
Club.” 
“Understanding each other is the first 
step in living in harmony,” is written across 
the back of the shirts used for “The Friday 
Club.” 
Started in May 2013, the organization is 
for older adults who have mental disabili-
ties. The adults who come to “The Friday 
Club” come from Blumenthal, which is a 
senior center in Charleston. 
“It’s a day program, they all live in group 
homes around town, and a bus picks them 
up in the morning. It’s kind of like a ‘day 
care for adults’, but these are adults with 
disabilities, and these are the senior cit-
izens,” Johnson said. “It’s a ‘fun center’, a 
fun place for them to go everyday.” 
Volunteers take an hour on Friday morn-
ings to spend time with these adults. 
Johnson said sometimes they just walk 
around the park, notice things and sounds, 
they bring cards, some of them love to talk, 
they provide snacks and drinks for them, 
and simply have a good time with them. 
Given the  shor t  t ime the  volunteers 
spend with the adults, Johnson said imme-
diately the adults loved having college stu-
dents to hang out with. 
“This one gentleman doesn’t know any-
body’s name, but he always says where is 
that ‘one girl’, he misses that ‘one girl’, be-
cause she gave him one-on-one attention 
that these adults desire to have,” Johnson 
said. “He is so excited to see us that some-
times when he gets off the bus he stands in 
place and jumps up and down. That is his 
‘Hello, I’m so happy to be here.’”
 “Someone that doesn’t know might be 
thinking ‘this guy is  having a spasm or 
something,’ but no he isn’t, he is just hap-
py to see all of these college students that 
are there, just to spend time with him. It’s 
interesting the more you know that popu-
lation you notice the adults are sort of for-
gotten, and we realize we’re missing out by 
not spending time with them. They have so 
much to offer.”
To get involved with this organization 
volunteers need to get fingerprinted, get 
a background check, and fill out a volun-
teer packet. Johnson said this is because 
the adults have disabilities and the law pro-
tects them like it does anyone with IEPs in 
school. 
The volunteer packet gives information 
about what volunteers can and cannot do, 
such as posting photos to Facebook, and re-
porting abuse. Volunteers can then be part 
of “The Friday Club” as long as they want. 
Any major can be part of the club. Any-
one interested can email Johnson at sjjohn-
son2@eiu.edu.
Johnson said the idea for “The Friday 
Club” came from being in the special edu-
cation department for 43 years and seeing a 
need for a club that could be just for adults 
with disabilities. 
“I’ve lived in this town for a long time, 
and I didn’t see what we were doing for this 
population. What were we doing just for 
them? So this is their club, we just get to be 
part of it, as the volunteers,” she said. “We 
give up our Friday mornings for them, that 
is what I think sets us apart from other or-
ganizations.”
Johnson hopes volunteers will take what 
they gained and bring it to their home-
towns once they graduate. 
“You move from student and individual, 
to friend and friend. I’m going to see my 
friend on Friday, and that’s what you want, 
you want to make that move from ‘I’m re-
ally different than they are’ to ‘no I’m not, 
I’m going to grow old someday too and I 
don’t want someone to forget al l  about 
me’,” Johnson said. 
The program has been very successful, 
and through a grant and donations, she is 
able to make shirts for her program that she 
gives volunteers to spread the word about 
her organization. 
“I’d say it’s been successful. I’m trying to 
recruit and get some other adults to be a 
part of this with me so that if I happen to 
be gone, ‘The Friday Club’ could still go 
on,” she said. “People can come as guests 
without going through fingerprinting, the 
background check, and paperwork, to see if 
this is something they would even be inter-
ested in doing.”
This program is all about these adults, 
and giving them a “happy place” to look 
forward to every week, she said. 
“It’s a wonderful opportunity to do the 
right thing, have some fun, and make some 
new friends,” Johnson said. “I think what’s 
most special about our adults that we work 
with is that they ask nothing of us, they just 
love us, and want someone to spend time 
with them. It’s just for them. It’s all about 
them.”
Annie Garner can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or aagarner2@eiu.edu.
Professor creates club for adults with disabilities 
A JA TAYLOR| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Darell Brewster, a sophomore communications major, paints a skull during the Day of the 
Dead Party Thursday at the Cultural Center.
By Kevin Hall
 Staff Reporter | @DENnews 
Students were given an opportunity to 
experience some Spanish culture Thursday 
evening at the Dia De Los Muertos (Day of 
The Dead) event hosted by LASSO and the 
University Board in the Cultural Center.
The Dia De Los Muertos event contained 
an assortment of activities for students to 
participate in. Skull art, face painting and 
paper mask designing were all the different 
festivities available at the event. The organi-
zations also provided pan de muerto (bread 
of the dead), Canela (tea) and Chocolate 
Abuelitas in order to make the celebration 
of the holiday more realistic. 
Along with the food and festivities, mem-
bers from LASSO also gave students a brief 
history on what Dia De Los Muertos actu-
ally represented. 
Although the word dead is in the title of 
the holiday, Liz Arreola, the president of 
LASSO, said this day is used more so to cel-
ebrate the life that the dead has lived. 
In order to give an example of how some 
people may celebrate Dia De Los Muertos, 
the collaborating organizations placed an 
altar in front of the room and on top of the 
altar was several different picture frames. 
“The picture frames normally contain 
pictures of the dead in order to commemo-
rate them,”Arreola said. 
LASSO decided to collaborate with the 
UB with their annual Dia De Los Muer-
tos event this year in order to reach out to 
more of the masses on campus, Arreola said. 
Arreola also said she handed fliers out the 
foreign language departments just to get 
more people involved and educated on Dia 
De Los Muertos.
Culture education played a key role in 
hosting this event. 
Daniel Guerrero, a junior Spanish major, 
was sent to this event by one of his foreign 
language professors in order to learn more 
about the culture itself. 
Having grown up with a Spanish back-
ground Guerrero said, “This event definite-
ly meets the bar for an actual Dia de Los 
Muertos celebration.”
Dia De Los Muertos offered those unfa-
miliar with the Spanish culture a chance to 
come celebrate and be apart of a simulation 
of how Dia de Los Muertos is celebrated in 
Mexico. 
Spanish music also played a factor in this 
celebration. The music was kept upbeat 
and fast paced intentionally throughout the 
event, Areola said. 
“Even though we are celebrating the dead 
we want it to be a happy event because it is 
a representation of the life of a loved one.”
Kevin Hall can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or kphall@eiu.edu.
Students experience 
Dia De Los Muertos
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Burning couches, brutal riots, upside-
down buses and littered streets are all rea-
sons why the Kansas City Royals deserved 
to win the World Series.
San Francisco Giants fans need to act 
like they have been there before — three 
times in five years to be exact. A fran-
chise that has not been there since 1985, 
in the Royals, would have shown more 
respect.
But instead, we got the Giants fans 
defacing the game of baseball.
The Giants won game seven of the 
World Series Wednesday night in Kan-
sas City, Mo., over the Royals 3-2. Havoc 
then ensued in San Francisco.
There have been reported incidents 
of gunshot wounds, stabbing, an injured 
police officer and several injured citizens, 
all in the midst of a town, which has 
seemingly been brought to shambles.
Though, according to the police report 
the injuries “weren’t life-threatening.” 
Thank God for that. No one’s life was in 
jeopardy, so we might as well give these 
idiots a free pass.
Seriously, words cannot do justice to 
how horrendous the photos taken during 
the post-game riots.
Those victims were reported at 8:45 
p.m., 23 minutes after the Giants 
clinched the championship.
Broken bottles, fireworks and blood 
from fights cluttered the streets where 
finally two hours later at 11 p.m., police 
officers arrived in riot gear, which 
prompted Giants fans to hurl glass bot-
tles at the officers.
At 11:30 p.m., the officers seclud-
ed those throwing bottles and burning 
debris. Much of the same chaos ensued, 
but at least now it was secluded to a 
smaller area.
By 1:30 a.m., the massive crowds had 
dwindled down to just handfuls of rioters 
being monitored closely by authorities.
From then on, it became nothing but 
smaller, but the fact it even reached such 
a level of magnitude is inexcusable.
How immature, disrespectful and idi-
otic can a fan base be?
Stop being savages — from a Chica-
goan to all of the natives of San Francis-
co or any Giants fans who partook in the 
riots.
Please, take a page out of our book 
and celebrate a championship with class. 
Show me these same headlines surround-
ing the recent championship of the Chi-
cago Blackhawks in 2010 and 2013 or 
even the Chicago White Sox in 2005.
Your team won a championship with 
class, do not deface it by ‘celebrating’ in 
such a classless way.
That is not how a world championship 
is celebrated. When a sports team wins 
the championship of its respective sport, 
it is supposed to be a time of rejoicing.
Revel in the glory of your team win-
ning the championship. I will nev-
er understand why a fan base feels the 
need to riot and essentially give its best 
attempt bring a city to ashes all in honor 
of celebrating a championship…
We are human beings for God’s sake, 
not damn animals or barbarians.
It is absolutely despicable to act in 
such way even if the country was under 
war, let alone in celebration of a champi-
onship that is ultimately meaningless in 
the grand scheme of things.
Grow up.
Anthony Catezone is a senior journalism major. 
He can be reached at 581-2812 
or denopinions@gmail.com.
Anthony Catezone
San Fran, act like you’ve been there before
STAFF EDITORIAL
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of 
The Daily Eastern News.
On Tuesday, Nov. 4, Illinois poli-
tics could change forever, should voters 
decide to cast ballots for Bruce Rauner. 
As a student, you are one step away from 
“real life,” and should thus care about 
how well your state is doing. 
Issues like taxes, corruption, jobs, 
spending, pensions, education and crime 
will all be things that impact your dai-
ly life, and when it comes to combat-
ting those problems, Rauner is the man 
for the job. 
His campaign is largely about increas-
ing jobs throughout the state, lowering 
taxes, improving education, and setting 
term limits on politicians.
Bruce wants to create more job 
opportunities for the people of Illinois 
because the unemployment rate is the 
lowest in the Midwest and incomes have 
fallen. 
It’s no secret that jobs have lacked in 
Illinois and I’m sure you know some-
one or someone’s parents that has been 
affected by that fact.
Taxes have gone up 67% under Pat 
Quinn. Rauner wants to freeze that and 
bring the rate down from 5% to 3%. 
One plan to do this would be through 
pension reform. 1 out of every 3 tax dol-
lars goes to pensions. 
This is something that Rauner wants 
to eliminate through reform that is put 
into a 401k format.  This will allow low-
er taxes to be implemented while sus-
taining a good retirement plan. 
Education has been cut by $600 mil-
lion. How do we expect our future 
to carry on efficiently if Illinois can’t 
have a good education system? Every-
thing starts from the bottom up. Rauner 
understands the value of a good educa-
tion and will put funding back into it. 
Rauner also wants to put term limits 
on career politicians. I can’t count how 
many times I have heard someone say, 
“I’m just not going to vote, all politi-
cians are corrupt anyways.” 
With the adoption of term limits, it 
is a lot harder for someone to build an 
empire under themselves if they only 
have two terms to do their job.
Yes, Rauner is a very rich man. He 
accomplished a dream that any stu-
dent at Eastern has of working hard and 
attaining success. 
He worked his way through college 
and became a venture capitalist. Success 
shouldn’t be something to criticize; it 
should be something to aspire for. 
If Rauner is elected, he said he would 
move into Springfield that day, while 
Quinn thinks Chicago is all the matters 
in Illinois.
When it comes down to it, do you 
really like where Illinois is right now? 
Why would you, as a citizen, ever set-
tle to be one of the worst states in the 
country? Strive for the best, strive for 
change, and strive for an easier life. 
Shake up Springfield. Bring Back Illi-
nois. 
Vote Bruce Rauner.
-Timmy Pawula,
Senior corporate communications major
By the time this issue of The Daily Eastern News goes to 
print, a large part of Eastern’s student body will already be 
gallivanting around town, covered in ridiculous outfits, drink-
ing and partying under the cover of relative anonymity. 
With their faces concealed, they will discover a new stan-
dard of unruly, the weekend ready for their unrivaled 
debauchery, all under the cover of night and costume.
If, by now, you haven’t noticed, this weekend is Halloween. 
And with this weekend comes an inevitable influx of stupid 
decision-making, the idea being that, because one is wearing 
a mask or costume, their identities and actions are concealed 
from the world. 
Judging by things we’ve all seen in the past, some seem to 
think dressing like Walter White apparently makes you police-
proof. 
Apparently, wearing a faux-horse head is a viable argument 
in court against, say, a misdemeanor for public intoxication 
(on second thought, we actually would love to cover that sto-
ry).
Every year, our staff braces for the post-Halloween police 
beat, and we’re usually treated with some great treats. It’s 
entertaining for us, sure. But for the students listed, those 
decisions will haunt them for a long time—the Ghost of Fel-
onies Past forever present in job interviews (sspppoooook-
kkkyyyyy!)
With that in mind, we feel it necessary, however corny, to 
remind students of the grave consequences that come with 
acting like idiots, mask or no mask. 
It’s easy to get swept up in the Halloween brouhaha, the 
idea being that if we can’t see your face, we can’t judge your 
stupidity. 
But we know you’re not zombies. You have brains of your 
own. Use them, please. 
We don’t want you to have to spend the next week RIPping 
newspapers out of your friends hands as they taunt you for 
making stupid, rash decisions.
In fewer words: don’t let this Halloween haunt you forever. 
Don’t let this weekend haunt you forever
Editor in Chief 
Bob Galuski
Managing Editor 
Anthony Catezone
Photo Editor
Chynna Miller 
Online Editor
Katie Smith
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Halloween 2014, abbreviated
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Letter to the Editor:
Rauner is the man 
for the job in Illinois
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Do you need to get real work experience in healthcare, social/human services, 
psychology or related fields?  Are you a leader with an enthusiastic attitude who is 
always looking for ways to help others? Do you have a bit of college debt, or are you in 
need of some extra spending money?  Do you need a flexible work schedule to help 
you meet those needs?  CTF ILLINOIS is looking for you!  
 
Direct Service Personnel needed to assist individuals with developmental disabilities 
with daily living skills & individual goals in group homes in Charleston AND Mattoon. 
 
FT & PT flexible shifts available during early AMs, evenings, & overnights, must be 
available weekends and holidays.  FT positions are eligible for insurance benefits. 
 
Must be 18 years old w/ HS diploma/GED.  Requires successful completion of criminal 
background checks. Requires valid driver’s license with satisfactory driving record.  
 
Apply in person, or mail your application to: CTF ILLINOIS, Attention Melissa Moxley, 
6081 Development Dr. Charleston IL. 61920. We are located east of SBLHC on Loxa 
Road. HR fax: 217-348-8823. 
 
CTF ILLINOIS is a not-for-profit, Illinois-based organization providing supports and 
services to individuals with developmental disabilities.  www.ctfillinois.org  E.O.E. 
	  
close to campus
Locally owned and managed
Visit our website at www.eiuliving.com
Call or text us at 217-345-4001
1-6 Bedroom Homes conveniently located
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PHOTOS BY CHYNNA MILLER | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS 
Top Left: Lauren Eberle, a freshman undecided major, 
paints squashes during the Taylor Halloween event 
Thursday in Taylor Hall.
Top Right: Kevin Lux, a junior history major, dressed 
as Dr. Who wins first place during the costume contest 
during Taylor Halloween Thursday in Taylor Dining 
Center.
Bottom Right: Brandon Lewis, a sophmore kinesiol-
ogy and sports studies major, hands out carmel apples 
to students dressed as a character from “The Purge” 
Thursday during the Taylor Halloween event in Taylor 
Dining Center.
Bottom Left: Anthony Klaus, a freshman engineering 
major, leads a group of students in dancing to ‘Thriller’ 
during the Taylor Halloween event Thursday in Taylor 
Hall.
Eastern celebrates Halloween
Announcements
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Transfers, Grads, Faculty, Staff  
Good Housing, Proven Management 
 
Housing for 1 from $350-440 
Housing for 2 from $290/person 
 
  
 
1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472 
woodrentals.com 
Like the Daily Eastern News 
on Facebook to get all the 
latest news and sports info!
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   Tweet
Follow 
the Daily 
Eastern 
News  
Twitter!
  den_news
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   Tweet
Follow 
the Daily 
Eastern 
News 
Sports 
twitter!
DEN_Sports
 CLASSIFIEDS
appp
City Editor Needed
Build your Portfolio | Get Paid to Write
Requirements include:
Must be a Student         
Must have a car
Apply at The DEN
1811 Buzzard
Help wanted
For rent
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10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT! Plus 
hats, wigs, makeup, beads, masks, 
birthday and Bachelorette stuff. 
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609 Sixth 
Street, Charleston. Mon-Fri: Noon to 
6, Sat: Noon to 3.
__________________________10/31
For rent
Large 1 bedroom apartment across 
from Doudna. Reasonable.
217-345-2416
________________________10/31
Leasing for Fall 2015 has begun! 1, 2, 
3 BR - 4 great locations.
www.TRICOUNTYMG.com,
217-348-1479
________________________10/31
MELROSE & BROOKLYN NOW 
LEASING 2015-16 Fully furnished 
apts., private bathrooms, walk-in 
closets, balcony, W/D, internet and 
cable included! Only 2 blocks from 
campus!  Nicest  apartments in 
Charleston, why would you settle for 
less?
217-345-5515 melroseonfourth.com
________________________10/31
3 BR Apts., 820 Lincoln Ave, 1 blk 
from EIU, stove, fridge, Microwave, 
dishwasher, W/D, New carpet and 
paint. Parking Included, water & 
trash pd. 348-7746
________________________10/31
Youngstown Apartments - Spring Se-
mester - 2 studios, 1 large BR & 2 BR 
townhouse. Call for rates and sched-
ule your showing, 217-345-2363.
________________________10/31
For 2015 - 1, 2, 3, & 4 BR Apts. Carlyle 
Apartments. 348-7746
________________________10/31
January 2015 - 1 BR Apts., all appli-
ances & W/D. Trash pd.
www.CharlestonILApts.com
348-7746
________________________10/31
The Hideout-25 minutes from Charles-
ton. Hiring dancers 18 and older. $500 
cash a night. Transportation available. 
217-348-0288
_________________________10/31
Part-time server and kitchen help 
wanted. Hunan Restaurant in Mattoon. 
217-234-4855. 
_________________________11/21
2 BR Apts. as low as $285/person, All ap-
pliances some with dishwasher, wash-
er/dryer, or garage. Trash pd some with 
water pd. As close as 3 blocks to cam-
pus 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_________________________ 10/31
Youngstown Apartments - Available 
Now - 2 BR and 3 BR townhouse. Avail-
able Spring Semester - 2 studio units. 
Call for your showing, 217-345-2363.
_________________________ 10/31
Move-in today! Huge 2 bedroom 2 bath 
apt on 4th. New construction, Washer/
Dryer, Private balcony & more! Come 
see & make me an offer!
217-345-5515
_________________________ 10/31
Leasing for Fall 2015 has begun!  1, 2, 3 
BR/ 4 great locations.
www.TRICOUNTYMG.com
217-348-1479
_________________________ 10/31
3, 4, 5 Bedroom houses available for 
2015-2016 school year. Call
217-962-0790. Appliances included.
__________________________ 11/1
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2015 GREAT LO-
CATION, one block from campus, 4 
and 6 BEDROOM HOUSES. Please con-
tact us for more information.
217-348-8249 www.ppwrentals.com
__________________________ 11/3
GIVE US A CALL! NEXT TO BUZZARD 
1, 2, 3, 4 BD APT. 1812 9TH, FALL 
2015/ 3 BD. 1205 GRANT, AVAILABLE 
DEC. 2014. sammyrentals.com CALL 
OR TEXT 217-549-4011 OR MESSAGE 
217-348-0673
__________________________ 11/3
BOWERS RENTALS-SPRING SEMES-
TER
Spacious 1-3 BR Duplexes. Great dis-
counted rates! Close to campus! Call or 
text 217-345-4001. eiuliving.com
__________________________ 11/4
BOWERS RENTALS-FALL 2015
If you’re having trouble finding the 
right place for you, check out our great 
locations! Nice 1-6 BR homes starting at 
$325/mo. 1 minute walk to Lantz! Call 
or text 217-345-4001.
eiuliving.com
__________________________ 11/4
Village Rentals 2015-2016 leasing stu-
dent housing, newly remodeled 1 & 2 
BR apts. water & trash included. 2-4 BR 
houses close to campus and pet friend-
ly. 217-345-2516 for an appointment.
www.charlestonvillagerentals.com
__________________________ 11/5
5 bedroom house, 1836 11th, $325 
each A/D, W/D, D/W partial covered 
large patio, 217-345-3273.
__________________________11/7
4-6 bedroom house, 1521 2nd, $325 
each A/C, W/D off street parking,
217-345-3273.
__________________________11/7
6 bedroom house includes a studio 
cottage for 1, 6 total, 1906 11th, $350 
each, large yard and patio. A/C, D/W, 
W/D. 217-345-3273
__________________________11/7
Fall 2015. Group of 4 or 5 persons 
needed for 1837 11th St. Close to cam-
pus. $300 for 5 or $350 for 4. No mon-
ey down at signing. Very nice 5 bed-
room, 3 bath, 2 laundry areas, de-
tached garage for smokers. Pets extra. 
Call or text 217-728-7426. 
_________________________11/10
Awesome 3 BR Townhouse. Call 24 
hours for details, 630-505-8374
_________________________11/21
EIUStudentRentals.com
217-345-1815
_________________________11/21
FOR 2015-2016:  VERY NICE 1-8 BED-
ROOM HOUSES AND APARTMENTS. 
1/2 BLOCK TO 3 BLOCKS FROM CAM-
PUS.  CALL 217-493-7559. 
myeiuhome.com  
_________________________11/21
FALL 2015: 3, 4, & 5 BR houses. Close to 
campus. Includes all appliances and 
garbage. Call or text 217-649-6508. 
keslerodle.com
_________________________11/21
Properties available on 7th St. 5 or 6 BR 
houses, Studio, 3, or 4 BR Apartments. 
Most utilities paid on apartments. Call 
(217) 855-8521
_________________________11/21
Available for Fall 2015- 3, 2 and 1 bed-
room apartments and duplex.
RCRRentals.com 217-345-5832
_________________________12/11
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2015 Studio 1, 2 
& 3 bedroom apartments. Great loca-
tions. ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_________________________12/15
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2015 A studio 
apartment, located in “The Fields” 
ppwrentals.com 217-348-8249
_________________________12/15
For rent
One person’s trash is 
another’s treasure- 
list your “For Sale” items 
in the Daily Eastern 
News!
Laura Hanrahan, a junior music 
major, closed the costume contest as 
the crowd cheered for her in a Cat-
woman suit. 
Hanrahan said she always want-
ed to be Catwoman, and decided to 
base her costume off of actress Anne 
Hathaway’s portrayal in the 2012 
film, “The Dark Knight Rises.” 
She said she did not want to be 
other iterations, such as 1992’s Mi-
chelle Pfeiffer or 2004’s Halle Berry, 
since they were too “risqué.” 
“I have to keep it classy,” she said, 
laughing. 
She was picked out of the crowd 
after moving forward when people 
began picking. It came from a desire 
to be spontaneous that caused her to 
want to be picked. 
“It’s my first year here,” she said. 
“I thought it would be good to be 
fun and spontaneous.” 
Bob Galuski can be reached at 
581-2812 or deneic@eiu.edu.
STE VEN PROC TOR | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Julian Robertson, a junior guard, rallies up the men’s basketball team at center court during 
Blue Madness in Lantz Arena on Thursday.
» BLUE MADNESS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Print, Online, and Email...three GREAT ways to get your ad seen and customers at your door!
Call DEN Advertising at 217-581-2816 
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By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter | @Banash5
The Eastern volleyball team be-
gins its final home stand this weekend, 
when it faces the Southeast Missouri 
State Redhawks at 7 p.m. on Friday 
and the Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks at 
2 p.m. on Saturday. Both matches are 
at Lantz Arena.
The Panthers are coming off a 2-2 
road trip in the last two weeks includ-
ing losing a five-set affair to Southeast 
Missouri two weeks ago. The Redhawks 
are currently 9-15 overall and 5-5 in 
Ohio Valley Conference action. 
 Eastern head coach Kate Price antic-
ipates the Redhawks will try to expose 
the Panthers’ middle defense, which has 
been addressed in this week’s practices. 
“Last time I think they did a good 
job attacking us through the middle 
and that’s something I anticipate they’ll 
do again,” Price said. “That’s something 
we need to stop, and we also need a 
quicker offense, which has been some-
thing we’ve been working on in prac-
tice.”
The Redhawks exposed the middle 
of the Panther’s middle defense, which 
resulted in four players reaching dou-
ble digits in kills. Several Eastern play-
ers said that their net play wasn’t a big 
impact, especially with blocking and 
defense.
“I think we need to make more of an 
impact at the net,” outside hitter Abby 
Saalfrank said. “I think with blocking 
we weren’t as strong as we usually are. 
We need to be stronger in that area, es-
pecially on defense.”
Team captain and setter Marah 
Bradbury also said that the team’s com-
munication also can be improved.
“Along with blocking we need to 
work on the defense behind that,” 
Bradbury said. “Communication and 
talking to each other on the court can 
always be better.”
Eastern currently has a 10-13 overall 
record and a 4-6 record in Ohio Valley 
Conference play, following a split last 
weekend after a win over Austin Peay, 
and a four-set loss to first-place Mur-
ray State.
At Murray State, the Panthers were 
held to a .086 attack average, which 
was the second-lowest tally of the sea-
son, including 26 errors. 
“I think at times they (Murray State) 
had a really good defense,” Price said. 
“They picked up a lot of balls and that 
doesn’t necessarily worries me, as much 
as what our errors looked like, and how 
well or efficiently we were able to keep 
the ball in play.”
Freshman Maria Brown said that her 
team needs to try to avoid going down-
hill in the future. 
“As a team if we’re down, we need to 
work on staying up and not continuing 
to go downhill,” Brown said. “If that 
happens we have to know how to move 
up from there, and not go lower, which 
is a team thing.”
Saturday’s 2 p.m. match against the 
Tennessee-Martin Skyhawks will fea-
ture a reunion between Eastern’s Allie 
Hueston and Tennessee Martin’s Mad-
ison Bergren, who were former club 
teammates in Indiana.
Following this weekend, the Pan-
thers will have only two more home 
games left this season.
“I think it’s really coming into per-
spective that the season is ending be-
cause of our last few games at home,” 
Bradbury said. “We’re hoping we come 
out strong, be excited to play here, and 
in front of the people we know.”
Blake Nash can be 
reached at 581-5812 
or banash@eiu.edu
Eastern volleyball anticipates rematches with SEMO 
Rugby progresses from last year
By Dominic Renzetti
Assistant Sports Editor | @domrenzetti
The Eastern hockey club kicks 
off the Halloween weekend with a 
late game Friday for the first of a 
two-game series with Lewis Uni-
versity. 
The puck drops at 10:30 p.m. 
Friday at the David S. Palmer Are-
na, then again at 2 p.m. Saturday, 
also at home.
The Panthers are coming off 
a weekend where they only had 
one match, losing to Illinois State 
14-1 on the road.
Lewis, however, has seen much 
more success recently, currently 
on a 10-game winning streak.
 The Flyers are coming off two 
close wins over the University of 
Illinois-Urbana Champaign, hav-
ing won 3-2 in overtime and 4-3.
Glenn Oskvarek, a senior for-
ward, leads the team in goals so 
far this year. 
Oskvarek had a hat trick in the 
team’s only wins of  the season 
over Wright State. The Panthers 
are 2-9 at this point in the season.
This marks the third straight 
home game for the Panthers. The 
club is currently 2-3 on home ice. 
When p lay ing  on  the  road , 
Lewis is 4-2. The Flyers lost to Il-
linois State on the road, and like 
the Panthers, lost by big scores. 
Lewis lost to Illinois State by 
scores of 8-0 and 15-4 in the two 
game series to open the season. 
The losses are Lewis’ only two 
on the season so far. Since those 
two losses,  the Flyers have not 
given up more than five goals in 
a game. 
After losing to Ill inois State, 
the Flyers have only given up an 
average of 2.2 goals per game.
Eastern, on the other hand, has 
had trouble finding the back of 
the net, scoring only once against 
Illinois State. 
In its previous series, two loss-
es against Northern Illinois, East-
ern recorded four-and-two-goal 
games. 
The most  the Panthers  have 
given up this year was to Missouri 
State in the season opener, where 
they lost 22-0. 
The Panthers also suffered a 
tough loss on the road against the 
University of Iowa, losing 19-0 in 
the first game of the series.
After this series, the Panthers 
head to St.  Marys of Minneso-
ta for a two game series, before 
heading on the road again to take 
on Illinois State again. 
The Panthers also have a se-
ries against Northwestern before 
Thanksgiving break.
Dominic Renzetti can be
reached at 581-2812
 or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.
Hockey club hosts 
Lewis Universty
JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Junior setter Marah Bradbury and red-shirt freshman middle hitter Josie Winner attempt a block during a game against Murray State on Oct. 10 in Lantz 
Arena.  The Panthers lost to the Racers 3-1.
JASON HOWELL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Freshman prop Lexie Yeley is brought down in a game on Sept. 27 at Lake-
side Field.  The Panthers beat the Tennessee Volunteers 31-17.
By Bob Reynolds
Staff Reporter | @BobReynoldsDEN
The tentative game between the East-
ern rugby team and Northern Illinois 
will not be played on Saturday Panthers’ 
coach Frank Graziano said.
Graziano added three possible games 
marked as “tentative” on the schedule last 
weekend.
The Panthers will head the South 
Bend, Ind., next weekend to play Notre 
Dame, Graziano said.
Eastern will then host Senior Day on 
the weekend of Nov. 15, against Life Uni-
versity.The Panthers are currently 2-4 
on the season and are coming off a win 
against Purdue.
The Eastern rugby team already has 
reached its win total from last season now 
a few games past the midpoint of this sea-
son.
The Panthers are currently 2-4 on the 
season. This time last year, they were 0-6 
and losing games by more than 40 points.
Eastern lost games 65-7 and 66-7 the 
first two games of the season last year, 
mainly because the team was full of new-
comers that have never played the game 
before and also freshman, who were inex-
perienced at well.
The team finally got its first win when 
they went to Kentucky and won 61-0, 
and then defeated Illinois State at the end 
of the year as well.
Now this season has been an up-and-
down rollercoaster ride for the Panthers 
regards to their record.
The first two games of the season the 
Panthers lost to the Wisconsin All-Stars, 
by over sixty, and then they went to Lin-
denwood and lost by 11.
At the time, coach Frank Graziano said 
the Panthers should have won that game 
because of the fact they were winning at 
halftime and said his team fell asleep at 
the beginning of the second half. 
In the Panthers first game at Lakeside 
Field, they defeated Tennessee handily, 
31-17.  
During the last month, the Panthers 
have been struggling to find games they 
play. They have only played three games 
in the month of October because of games 
have been canceled for various reasons.
The Panthers had a game canceled two 
weeks ago and had to replace it with an-
other one very quickly. This season has 
had many scheduling conflictss for Gra-
ziano. 
Eastern was on a two-game losing 
streak, until recently when it won at Pur-
due, 63-5. That was another game that 
Graziano had to add onto the schedule in 
the middle of the week due to other can-
celations.
Tentatively, the Panthers have two 
games left on their schedule: one at Norte 
Dame and one at home against Life Uni-
versity, who beat the Panthers by 61 in 
Georgia. 
Overall this has been a much better sea-
son for Graziano team-wise, considering 
most of his players are second-year play-
ers and have developed much more skill 
on the pitch, compared to last year when 
he was teaching most of the team from 
scratch.
Bob Reynolds can be
 reached at 581-2812
 or rjreynolds@eiu.edu .
Eastern club 
hockey will face 
off against the 
Flyers Friday
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@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: The #EIU football team kicks off at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Cookeville, Tenn., against #TTU.
By Aldo Soto
Sports Editor | @AldoSoto21
For Eastern coach Kim Dameron, the Panthers’ 
matchup against Tennessee Tech gives his team the 
chance to once again become more balanced of-
fensively.
For the first time since being named the out-
right starting quarterback, Jalen Whitlow threw for 
less than 100 yards, as Eastern defeated Tennessee 
State 28-3, last Saturday.
The Panthers’ offense was primarily backed by 
the running game, which gained 233 yards in the 
second half. 
Dameron said that going into the 1:30 p.m. 
kickoff Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn., the Eastern 
offense would look to pass more.
“They’re not quite as daunting as maybe a Ten-
nessee State team is,” Dameron said. “If you look 
at them statistically they have struggled just a lit-
tle bit.”
The Golden Eagles are giving up 211 passing 
yards per game in Ohio Valley Conference play 
that ranks them fourth in the league. 
Overall, Tennessee Tech’s defense is ranked 
sixth, surrendering 429.4 yards per game. 
Dameron said the Golden Eagles are strong in 
their defensive line, though.
“The strength of their defense is kind of their 
inside defensive tackles,” he said. 
Tennessee Tech is tied with Tennessee State for 
most sacks in the OVC, with 12. 
Eastern’s offensive line, coupled with the of-
fense’s emphasis on the run game and max protec-
tion scheme’s, have led to only four sacks allowed, 
which is the fewest in the conference.
Against the Tigers, Eastern allowed only one 
sack. 
Dameron said Whitlow has a lot to do with the 
low sack total surrendered along with the passing 
plays being called.
“A lot of our routes and passes comes from play 
action,” Dameron said. “We’re getting better pro-
tecting up front.”
Whitlow has 391 rushing yards in the Panthers’ 
four OVC games this season. 
He has rushed for seven touchdowns and aver-
ages seven yards per carry.
“When Jalen does get into those situations, 
where maybe there’s a free rusher or something like 
that he’s athletic enough to elude them,” Damer-
on said. “We shouldn’t be a team that gives up a 
lot of sacks.”
Eastern, which is 3-1 in the OVC, travels to 
Tucker Stadium for its third conference road game 
in the past four weeks. 
The Panthers were able to win at Southeast Mis-
souri on Oct. 18, backed by five turnovers.
Last Saturday at home, Eastern forced three 
more turnovers including two more interceptions. 
The Panthers are tied with Eastern Kentucky for 
most interceptions in the OVC, with eight. 
Dameron said the defense has simply kept 
pressing on the issue of getting more game after 
game.
“I’ve been really proud of the progress we’ve 
made in that area,” he said.
Offensively, Eastern has not thrown an inter-
ception in conference play and has a total of three 
giveaways, which all occurred at Eastern Kentucky, 
where the Panthers suffered their only OVC loss so 
far this season.
“If we don’t turn the football over, we’re a good 
team, we turn it over we get really average in a hur-
ry,” Dameron said.
Eastern is 2-2 against Tennessee Tech, winning 
the last two meetings. 
The Golden Eagles are 2-3 in the OVC this sea-
son. 
The Panthers are still in a good position to 
clinch at least a share of the OVC title if they win 
out.
Winning their last two games, Dameron said 
the Panthers are becoming more confident.
“Our kids, to give credit never lost confidence,” 
Dameron said. “They understood where we were, 
who we were playing and also offensively that we 
were going through a heck of a transition.”
Aldo Soto can be reached 
at 581-2812 or asoto2@eiu.edu.
Eastern football  
takes off for 
Tennesee Tech
By Dominic Renzetti
Assistant Sports Editor | @domrenzetti
The Eastern men’s and women’s cross country 
teams head down to Oxford, Ala., for the Ohio Val-
ley Conference championship races. 
The women’s race starts first at 9 a.m., while the 
men follow right after at 10 a.m.
On the men’s side, Eastern Kentucky has won the 
last eight championships in a row and currently has 
more championships than any other team in the con-
ference.
Junior Amos Kosgey has been named OVC Run-
ner of the Week three times this past season, leading 
the formerly nationally ranked Colonels.
Sophomore Riley McInerney, a Charleston native, 
leads the Eastern men’s team after finishing as the top 
Panthers in the team’s previous meet at Bradley. 
McInerney finished 12th last season at the OVC 
Championship.
For the women’s side, Eastern Kentucky is also the 
favorite, having won 27 of the last 35 championships, 
including each of the last two. 
The Colonels are regionally ranked, currently at 
No. 8 in the Southeast Region. The Colonels return 
senior Una Britton, who won the OVC champion-
ship last year by seven seconds. 
The Colonels also have two-time OVC Runner of 
the Year, Ann Eason, who holds the best 5K and 6K 
times in the OVC. 
Eason did not compete in last year’s event after suf-
fering an injury.
For the Panthers, who won the title in 2011, soph-
omores Emily Brelsfoard and Victoria Quarton en-
ter as the team leaders. Brelsfoard finished 26th at the 
OVC championship last season and led the team at 
its last meet at Bradley. 
Quarton was the team’s top finisher at the OVC 
championship last season, finishing 10th.
The meet will be held at Oxford Lake Park, host-
ed by Tennessee-Martin. This year marks the second 
time in three seasons. 
The women’s race is a 5K, while the men’s race is 
an 8K.
The OVC Athletes and Freshman of the Year, de-
termined by coaches vote, will be announced Friday, 
along with Coach of the Year, Athletes of the Cham-
pionship and All-OVC honors being presented on 
Saturday.
Dominic Renzetti can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.
Panthers cross country prepare for OVC championships
CHYNNA MILLER| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS 
Junior quarterback Jalen Whitlow, prepares to make a pass during the Homecoming game 
against Tennessee State on Oct. 25.
1-3 (1-0) OVC 3-5 (2-3) OVC
EASTERN ILLINOIS 
VS.
TENNESSEE TECH
SATURDAY | 1:30 P.M.
TUCKER STADIUM
COOKE VILLE, TENN.
JALEN WHITLOW-QB
4 OVC GAMES
64-of-99 PASSING
7 TOUCHDOWNS
0 INTs
MARTY JONES-FS
5 OVC GAMES
51 TACKLES
2 PASS BREAKUPS
4 INTs
KEY MATCH-UP
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Pat Banahan, a senior communication studies major from Romeoville, recorded his first solo mixtape "No Directions" entirely in his Charleston apartment. In addition to rapping, Banahan also works 
as a music producer and videographer. 
By Dominic Renzetti
Assistant Sports Editor | @domrenzetti
Pat Banahan’s musical influences come from a wide spectrum 
of different artists, but it might have all started because of T-Pain.
Banahan, a senior from Romeoville, released his first solo mix-
tape, “No Directions,” on Oct. 8. The 15-track mixtape has more 
than 3,000 plays on the music streaming site AudioMack.com, and 
features production from the likes of Emani, Cian P, Drake Con-
nor, Fresco Stevens, Chris Wheeler Beats, Jake ID, Damon Thom-
as, Flawless, as well as Banahan himself. Banahan recorded the mix-
tape entirely in his Charleston apartment during the course of a 
year.
Banahan, 22, didn’t exactly mean to start rapping. He and a 
group of friends downloaded an iPhone app to make their voic-
es sound auto-tuned like T-Pain. What started out as making joke 
songs, later tuned into something a little more serious.
“I’ve been rapping for about four to five years. It started in high 
school,” he said.
Wanting to make something slightly better, Banahan and his 
friends began recording with a Rock Band microphone and even-
tually started making full tracks. Once the songs started to circu-
late, he knew he might have something.
Banahan, along with Danny Mello, a classmate at Plainfield 
North High School, recorded a song called “Whipped Cream.”
“[Mello] made the chorus and everything,” he said. “I just 
rapped on a verse because I was never good at making choruses, I 
didn’t listen to a lot of rap music at the time.”
The chorus, “Money in the whip, call it whipped cream,” 
which Banahan admits, sounds corny, made the rounds at his high 
school. Banahan’s verse on the song drew even more attention to 
the song.
“I played it to someone in class who listened to rap and they 
were like, ‘yo, this is sick, you’re decent'," he said.
Though at first, Banahan himself didn’t exactly agree.
“I thought I sucked,” he said. “I was one of those people who 
downplayed myself. When I first showed this first dude in my class 
and he liked it, I was like, all right, I might get serious about this.”
From there, Banahan began to shift gears. An avid skateboarder, 
Banahan had heard hip-hop music before in skate films, but now 
his taste began to shift from Nirvana and Smashing Pumpkins to 
a much different style.
“I went from listening to Modest Mouse to listening to Biggie 
Smalls in like a week,” he said.
Room for another star Rapper, producertries to make it big
ANOTHER STAR, page 2
InsIde: Halloween ConCert, page 2
amerICan Horror story revIew, page 4
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Don’t be frightened!
We’ve got your 
Charleston and EIU 
Halloween covered!
Check back this week and next for 
stories, photos, and more!
By Kara Baker
Staff Reporter|@DEN_Verge
A Halloween concert and costume contest will 
take place at 9 p.m. Friday at Macs’ Uptowner, 623 
Monroe Avenue. The cover is $3, and patrons must 
be over 21 to enter.  
The Halloween costume contest is free to join 
and will take place at midnight, with the winners 
decided by an audience vote. The first-prize winner 
will be awarded $100; the second-prize winner will 
take home $50. 
The annual Macs’ Uptowner Halloween Show 
begins with local favorite Rebel Rey. 
Lead singer and vocalist Mike Sanders said 
Rebel Rey is always excited to do Halloween shows. 
Embracing the spirit of the holiday, Rebel Rey 
will perform as Metallica, circa 1990s. 
Rebel Rey members Sanders, bassist Mark 
Kersh, drummer Mike Schnell, and lead guitarist 
Justin Hall will embody James Hetfield, Jason New-
sted, Lars Ulrich, and Kirk Hammett, respectively. 
Yet, the costume isn’t just for show, said Sand-
ers. Rebel Rey has added a few Metallica songs to 
their set list to accompany their costume. 
The rest of Rebel Rey’s set will include a mix 
of originals and non-Metallica covers. 
Sanders said Rebel Rey will keep up the en-
ergy with a constant barrage of songs and jokes. 
Heavy Dennis, another popular band will 
take the stage at 11 p.m. 
Trumpet player and vocalist A.J. Howell de-
scribes Heavy Dennis as an eclectic group. 
“Our styles include classic rock, folk, blues, 
and heavier stuff,” he said. “And every one of us 
has written at least one song.”
Alongside their originals, Heavy Dennis 
will perform “crowd pleasers” from the Roll-
ing Stones, the Beatles, Elvis Costello, and Ste-
vie Ray Vaughn. 
Howell said Rebel Rey will put on a “loud 
and energetic” show. 
“We hope the crowd will absorb our energy, 
dance and have a good time with it,” he said. 
Heavy Dennis is made of band members 
Howell, lead singer and guitarist Jake Edwards, 
lead guitarist Jesse Fustin, drummer and vocal-
ist Mike Gingerich, and bassist Caleb Edwards. 
They have been playing together for nearly six 
years. 
Howell said Rebel Rey enjoys performing 
at Macs’ Uptowner because the bar has “good 
crowds, good beer and good times.”
Kara Baker can be reached 
at 581-2812  or at kabaker@eiu.edu.
» ANOTHER STAR CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
The equation to making it
He may be a communication studies major, 
but Banahan knows in order to make it, he had to 
think like an economics major.
Originally just a rapper, he soon discovered that 
just rapping wasn’t going to cut it. Banahan be-
gan selling beats to other rappers to help fund his 
own projects.
“It’s harder than just rapping,” he said. “I start-
ed making beats because I knew a lot of rappers 
need beats. If you make your own beats, you don’t 
have to pay for other peoples’ beats.”
He also used his skills as a producer to further 
promote his name as a rapper. Banahan also un-
derstands that beats hold a unique value in the 
hip-hop market that being a rapper just doesn’t 
have.
“Everybody needs beats, every rapper wants 
new beats, but the game doesn’t really need new 
rappers,” he said. “A rapper is not going to ap-
proach a rapper the same way they’re going to 
approach a producer. They need producers. So I 
started making beats.”
Banahan said he first started making beats with 
the help of his cousin, then through the program 
FL Studios (formerly known as FruityLoops) be-
gan to experiment with different sounds.
Banahan said he likes to take sample songs 
from the 1960s, '70s and '80s, a style similar to 
that of Kanye West, but has also ventured into the 
trap and drill genres popular today. Trap and drill 
music use an aggressive style, filled with 808-bass 
kick drums, double-timed and triple-timed high 
hats, as well as layered synthesizers and often a “cin-
ematic” style of strings.
Still not satisfied, Banahan ventured into the 
world of music videos and picked up a camera. 
With a lack of capable videographers in his area, 
Banahan had no choice but to do it himself.
Banahan, like many kids growing up, filmed 
himself and his friends skateboarding, so he had ex-
perience with a camera.
In 2007, he uploaded a short video to YouTube 
of his friend snapping his arm in half while skate-
boarding, which got close to 100,000 views.
Since then, Banahan has expanded to shooting 
videos for artists all across the state. He’s current-
ly involved in a project with Mattoon-based hip-
hop group So Fly Boyz (SFB) where they plan to 
release 100 music videos before the summer. So far, 
they’ve released 12.
For Banahan, shooting music videos is just an-
other way to raise money to put back into rapping. 
Banahan said it all goes back to rapping.
“I need to make beats to get money to get this 
camera so I can film rapping videos,” he said. “A lot 
of people think you can just rap and that’s it. No, 
you need this stuff. The fundamentals.”
Banahan is currently working on a video for his 
own track, “$o $alty,” which appears on his mix-
tape, “No Directions.”
A different audience
Banahan describes his rapping style as a laid 
back, West Coast-influenced, “wavy” sound.
“I used to rap kind of fast,” he said. “Kind of 
like a lot of white rappers, they still rap kind of fast, 
but then I slowed it down and it’s really rhythmic. 
A lot of pauses. A lot of little drops. It’s very self-
taught. I have my own style and that’s developed 
over the years.”
Banahan said his favorite song he recorded for 
his mixtape, “Burnt Bridges,” produced by Da-
mon Thomas, talks about his personal side, how 
he not only leaves different people in his life, but 
leaves a different part of himself in the past. He said 
his friends call it “white boy struggle music,” but he 
said he enjoys rapping about himself, what he feels 
and what he knows.
Someone who makes “white boy struggle mu-
sic” might not be the type of sound you would ex-
pect to open for Chicago rapper Fredo Santana, 
but that’s exactly what happened last May.
Santana, part of the Glory Boyz Entertainment 
hip-hop collective, popularized by Chief Keef, 
played a show at Mojoes in Joliet last May and Ba-
nahan was selected as one of the openers.
Banahan was admittedly nervous, especially 
playing in front of a potentially hostile crowd.
“My friend joking around says, ‘you’re not going 
to get shot at the show, but there will be gunshots,’” 
he said. “I’m scared, I’m like holy s**t, because I’m 
not doubting it.”
Banahan’s set went on without incident. He said 
he had a lot of fun and considered the stage time 
a good experience. After the show however, was a 
different story.
An altercation between a man and a woman 
led to gunshots outside the venue. A cell-phone-
recorded video of the incident was uploaded to 
WorldStarHipHop.com and currently has more 
than 1 million views.
“People are running around, saying there’s a 
fight,” he said, recalling the incident. “I’m looking 
and I see some dude fighting some girl, like what 
the f**k. Next thing you know, this girl’s face gets 
slammed on the glass in front of me, I’m like, what 
the f**k, I can feel the vibrations coming off the 
glass and then you hear a gun shot and everybody 
starts running.”
Police were called to the scene, but no arrests 
were made. Two individuals later came forward to 
file battery charges a week later, according to Joliet 
police captain Tab Jensen in a report in The Times 
Weekly.
Banahan knows the real, and sometimes danger-
ous, aspects of hip-hop. He said some of the art-
ists he films videos for brandish guns in the videos. 
More often than not, the guns aren’t props, he said.
“It’s scary,” he said. “I’ll take the gun and I’ll be 
like, “alright, that s**t needs to be on safety.’ I can’t 
afford to get killed. I got a life to live. You’re not go-
ing to tell my mom I got shot filming a music vid-
eo in Mattoon, Illinois. She’s not going to go for 
that.”
Room for another star
The opening track of Banahan’s mixtape features 
a conversation he had on the street with a homeless 
man in Chicago. The man, only known as Mike, 
tells Banahan that there’s always room for anoth-
er star.
Going forward, Banahan said he just wants to 
keep rapping, keep filming, keep producing and 
see where it goes from there.
“I’m about to blow up in the rap game,” he said. 
“Buy a super expensive camera, build my own stu-
dio, start making money off that, buy a jet plane, 
buy my grandma a house, and then probably feed 
a bunch of homeless people and hook my homie 
Mike up from the intro. There’s always room for 
another star.”
Dominic Renzetti can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or dcrenzetti@eiu.edu.
Mac's 
presents 
Halloween 
concert
K ATIE SMITH | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Pat Banahan, 22, works on new beats in his in-home recording studio. 
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VFW BINGO
Saturday 6:00 pm
Tuesday 6:30 pm
                        Only 18 Years Old to Play
    1821 20th St., Charleston
October 31st & November 1st 6:00pm - 3:00am 
Building Tours 6:00-11:00 (each hour)  
15 maximum each hour $10.00 per person 
Ghost Investigation 12:00am - 3:00am $10 per person  
Movies playing 6:15 - 8:00 - 9:45 (no charge) 
Camping $5.00 per person bring your own tent 
MUST BE AGE 18 AND OLDER  or accompanied by a parent.  SIGNED WAIVERS REQUIRED   
NO ALCOHOL ALLOWED - AE package Ghost Investigation, building tour & Camping $20 
Sorority & Fraternity events available 
contact us for more information 
217-899-9978 or robbin@mwii.net 
Booth Library Story Time | 10 AM
    Children’s program featuring stories, crafts, and activities; parents must accompany child
Second Annual Newman Night | 5 PM
    A historic celebration of faith and community; public invited to attend, call 348-0188 for tix
UB Movie l 7 PM
    Buzzard Auditorium
Check out more upcoming events at www.dailyeasternnews.com
November 1, 2014 What’s Happening at EIU?Jerry’s Pub
Drink Specials!
& Karaoke! 
1508 4th St. - (217) 345 - 2844
(At the corner of 4th and Lincoln)
FROM 9PM - CLOSE
Ads work
like magic
when you 
run with the 
DEN
Call 581-2816
or fly over to 
dailyeasternnews.com
to learn more
By Megan Ivey
Verge Editor| @DEN_Verge
Blake Akers, the drummer for 
Colonel Angus and the Na Na Nas, 
said they have a main concern for 
their show, and it's not the music. 
“We have to think of a collective 
Halloween costume to perform in,” 
Akers said. “We're thinking Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles, but who real-
ly knows?”
The Halloween Punktackular 
show at Friends and Company, lo-
cated on 509 Van Buren Ave., will 
include a costume contest for audi-
ence members before Pretty and the 
Useless open for Colonel Angus and 
the Na Na Nas.
Colonel Angus and the Na Na 
Nas will perform at 10:30 p.m. Fri-
day, with an opening act taking the 
stage at 9 p.m. There will be no cov-
er charge. 
The five band members consist 
of Matt Murphy, vocals/guitar; Jake 
Schlich, lead guitar/vocals; Andy 
Baldwin, bass/vocals; Bryan Che-
si, EWI (Electronic Wind Instru-
ment)/ tenor sax; and Akers. 
Colonel Angus and the Na Na 
Nas all have some connection to the 
Eastern music department.
“We originally started out with 
a Blink 182-vibe with Andy, Blake 
and I,” Schlich said. “Then we de-
cided it would be more fun to add 
more people, so we asked Murphy 
to sing and he said yes.”
Chesi said he inserted himself 
into being a part of the Na Na Nas.
“It was more like you guys were 
always upstairs playing stuff and hit-
ting a wrong cord,” he said. “So I 
was a 'voice of reason' and joined in 
on a track or two to help them out, 
and now here I am.”
Chesi's EWI, or Electronic Wind 
Instrument, has become an im-
portant part to creating the band's 
sound.
“We pretty much need him now 
and we can't get rid of him if we 
tried,” Akers said.
The band members said they 
differ from other bands by not tak-
ing their music too seriously. Their 
ability to joke is shown not only in 
their discussion of music, but also in 
their only original song.
The song, titled “Starfish Girl” 
changes every time it is preformed.
“The name of the song and the 
chorus stays the same” Murphy 
said. “We let him (Akers) write new 
lyrics each time. I don't know what 
is going to be said until I am singing 
it onstage.”
Colonel Angus and the Na Na 
Nas typically cover songs by adding 
a teenage angst and pop-punk twist. 
They said they like to keep audience 
members on their toes, playing any-
thing from the Top 40 in the last 40 
years, like The Beatles to Miley Cyrus.
“It's really a collective mix of 
songs,” Schlich said. “People who have 
never heard us before are surprised of 
our transitions.”
Schlich said he keeps his band 
members in as much suspense as the 
audience members.
“Sometimes I'll just start playing 
the song before everyone else,” he said. 
“Or I won't know which version of the 
song we're playing until we're playing 
it. We feed off of each other.”
None of the band members are 
phased by the unpredictability of the 
direction their music takes each per-
formance. Murphy said he attests this 
to their strong musical backgrounds.
“We all are music majors, so put-
ting a song together comes pretty easi-
ly,” he said. “We get that out of the way, 
and then ask the question 'How do we 
make this ours?'”
Currently, the band said they are 
happy to be playing local shows and 
having a good time.
“People are not going to know 
what to expect,” Murphy said. “I don't 
even know what to expect, and I think 
that's what makes it worth coming to 
see.”
Megan Ivey can be 
reached at 581-2812 
or at mkivey@eiu.edu.
Band lets humor, spontaneity drive musical expression
SUBMITTED PHOTO 
The Na Na Nas will perform 10:30 p.m.  Friday at Friends and Company. The band typically covers songs by adding a teenage angst and pop-punk twist, playing anything from the Top 40 in the last 40 years, like 
The Beatles to Miley Cyrus.  
The nine are back with a ven-
geance.
Fans have been waiting in sus-
pense since 2008 to hear new 
material from the Iowa-based 
masked men of Slipknot, and the 
new album, “.5: The Gray Chap-
ter,” breaks us out of limbo with 
unrivaled intensity.
If the death of bassist Paul 
Gray threw the other members off 
course, it also brought them back 
to a place of raw, aggressive, ar-
tistic power that made them who 
they were in the beginning.
This album makes previous re-
lease “All Hope Is Gone” sound al-
most generic.
The band had gotten to a point 
where it was established, and—
though it is dreaded and some-
times a death sentence for musi-
cians who rise from the under-
ground—Slipknot was popular.
I remember years ago seeing 
Slipknot T-shirts at JC Penny’s; 
I felt a strange sense of irony and 
impending doom as I made my 
purchase.
On top of dealing with the 
death of a member, Slipknot also 
had been feuding with drummer 
Joey Jordison, who eventually left 
the group.
All the pain and darkness the 
members endured bleeds through 
on this album, making it their 
richest and most complex work to 
date.
It’s got the attitude of the band’s 
1999 self-titled release and the 
songwriting superiority of “Iowa.” 
It’s like a throwback and a break-
through at once.
The band first teased us with 
videos for “The Negative One” 
and “The Devil In I.”
Deciding which one was more 
disturbing is trivial; however, they 
were both heavy in symbolism.
Slipknot has long used goats as 
imagery; this time was no differ-
ent. We see a demonic, "Grudge"-
looking girl seductively danc-
ing with two severed goat heads, 
all the while strange pink stuff is 
foaming from her mouth.
While I watched through my 
fingers at her sickly display, I also 
took note of the fast, heavy riff 
that is somewhat seductive in it-
self, with an ominous tone luring 
listeners in to the evil.
The video for “The Devil In I” 
was an epic visual representation 
of the band’s return.
Each member has a new or up-
dated mask, and their old charac-
ters each kill themselves in various 
violent ways.
Meanwhile, Jordison’s and 
Gray’s stand-ins were wearing ver-
sions of their predecessors’ masks 
that looked burned and gauzed 
over; they were also stabbed re-
peatedly and then given a blood 
transfusion.
Viewers can take away that the 
members are being reborn, and 
that perhaps the new members 
were initiated as equals, not re-
placements. 
Before this happens, Corey 
Taylor uses soft, melodious vocals 
to build suspense, singing som-
berly that “Some of us are des-
tined to be outlived…” until the 
band breaks through with its usu-
al harshness. 
This dynamic is a trademark 
of the group that makes them pal-
atable to many different types of 
fans.
A similar example of versatili-
ty is the song “Killpop,” which one 
could say is the “Vermillion” of 
this album.
Love song is the wrong term 
for it, but this song describes a fix-
ation on a woman who is troubled 
in her own ways.
“Lost inside this dirty world, 
no one hurts this pretty girl, but 
her.”
The 14 songs on this album, 
as well as the 5 tracks on the bo-
nus disc, all have cryptic ti-
tles like “XIX,” “Sarcastrophe,” 
and “Custer,” and along with lyr-
ics that are at times unapologeti-
cally crude, sometimes reflective, 
but always deeply real, they leave 
listeners with an abundance of 
meaning to dissect. 
The song “AOV,” for example, 
is a mixture of all those qualities, 
and combined with its empower-
ing-anthem approach and bipolar, 
melodic/ heavy nature, it is sure-
ly one of the best songs on the al-
bum.
The album’s significance is il-
lustrated perfectly on the song 
“Skeptic,” an ode to Slipknot’s fall-
en brother that relays the strength 
the members have found in trage-
dy.
“I can’t let you disappear, I 
will keep your soul alive…but the 
world will never see another crazy 
motherf***er like you.”
Stephanie Markham is a ju-
nior journalism major. She can 
be reached at 581-2812 or sa-
markham@eiu.edu.
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New album combines best Slipknot qualities
Stephanie Markha 
newS editor
A haunted house, a possessed 
nun, a minotaur and a creepy 
clown. These are just a few of 
the pieces that make up “Ameri-
can Horror Story” – a show doing 
something no show has done be-
fore. 
Currently in its fourth season, 
the hit FX show brings horror to 
the small screen. Not only is hav-
ing horror on TV unusual, but do-
ing it successfully is nearly un-
heard of. In the past, few shows 
have tried and even fewer have 
succeeded.
So what makes “American Hor-
ror Story” work? Each season has 
a different premise. A new setting, 
era, and even characters are re-
vealed to each October that take 
audiences on an incredibly unique 
(albeit farfetched) story.
Upon first glance one may be 
apprehensive to get on board-- I 
know I  was unsure of only having 
13 episodes to tell a full-circle sto-
ry. 
How can someone get to know 
and root for characters in such a 
short amount of time? How can 
they possibly fit a good enough 
story into a measly 13 hours? But 
Ryan Murphy and Co. do it, and 
they do it well.
One of the best things about 
“American Horror Story” is the 
fact that it doesn’t have to follow 
any rules. This show does whatev-
er it wants based on the simple but 
often forgotten premise in TV-- 
because it can. It does not have to 
follow rhyme or reason because it 
is dealing with content matter such 
as a Frankenstein-like baby and a 
Nazi doctor creating zombies.
Understandably out of con-
text these may sound ridiculous, 
but the somewhat ridiculous ideas 
are executed with suspense, quick-
ly hooking viewers (for the most 
part). 
Like a lot of great shows, there 
are always some parts that may 
have one wondering who decided 
this was OK to be broadcasted on 
national television. 
American Horror Story does 
have its moments of “jumping the 
shark,” but it typically finds its way 
back in the end. As long as a view-
er can be on board for an atypical 
plot, then he/she can call the show 
a treat.
In terms of horror, this show 
does not go for jumps and quick 
scares, but more of a slow building, 
eerie, “make you question why you 
would watch alone in the dark” 
type of scare. It is going for an 
overall sense of uneasiness and it 
succeeds. Speaking particularly to 
this season, which in my opinion 
has potential to be the best one yet, 
the main “villain” is an extreme-
ly creepy clown. I have never been 
scared of clowns and have never 
understood the stigma that is often 
attached to them, but after watch-
ing this show I am sure to never 
hire one for my kid’s birthday. 
Even if you do not plan on 
watching the show, look up this 
clown and you will understand. 
There is something unnerving 
about the fact that the clown does 
not speak. It is four episodes into 
the season, and he has done noth-
ing but lurk in the shadows and 
kill people in the most gruesome 
ways possible. 
This is the kind of scary that 
will keep you up wondering why 
you hate yourself enough to con-
tinue watching it alone. Apart 
from the unusual plot, the show 
has other things that make it great. 
The cast and score are also phe-
nomenal. Each season there are 
new characters but quite often ac-
tors transfer over season to season 
as different characters, with a few 
new ones joining the cast along the 
way.
Jessica Lange and Sarah Paul-
son are, without a doubt, huge 
contributions to the cast. Online, 
the actresses have an adoring fan 
base, only adding to the show's 
success.
The music on the show adds a 
good amount of eerie factor too. 
Music is always a huge part of hor-
ror films and it is not lacking on 
this show. Not to mention all of 
the musical numbers (Murphy, 
who is also the creator of the musi-
cal TV show “Glee,” obviously goes 
back to his musical roots).
Overall, “American Horror Sto-
ry” is something that is worth the 
hour once a week. It is something 
that will be sure to entertain even 
with its worst episodes.
Victoria Adams is a senior 
communications major. She 
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